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The digital revolution has changed the way America
does almost everything. Remember books? Those
printed treasures we held in our hands, turning actual
pages until we reached The End? Then came e-books.
They were supposed to lighten our load but they’ve also
turned the economic model of the book industry on its
head. Since e-books sell for less than hardcovers, they
generate less income for publishers. As e-book sales
climb, retailers are purchasing fewer titles and publishers are taking on fewer new writers. Add to that tale
of woe the 14 percent decline in paperback sales over
the last three years, and the smaller advances many
publishers are now offering, and it’s enough for anyone
to develop writer’s block. So what’s a storyteller to do?
We caught up with two in Wisconsin to get their take on
the changing industry. Jane Hamilton, a twice-anointed
Oprah Book Club author, with The Book of Ruth and
A Map of the World, writes from her family orchard in
Rochester. Michael Perry writes from his Fall Creek farm
and his recent memoirs, Truck: A Love Story and Coop:
A Family, a Farm, and the Pursuit of One Good Egg, have
generated a following far beyond the heartland.
Scottish author Ewan Morrison argued recently that
paper books will come to an end in 25 years and that
writers will “offer up their work for next to nothing
or for free. Writing, as a profession, will cease to
exist.” Agree or disagree?
PERRY: If I was any good at predictions or math, I’d be
selling stock tips at the horse track. That sounds flip,
but I’m simply better off devoting my time to creating
more material and navigating change rather than
trying to peg some finite end-point. In short, I’ll keep
writing as long as it pays the bills; I’ll also keep cutting
firewood and renewing my nursing license.
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and we are even more awash in the printed word,
drowning, drowning.
PERRY: I’m completely freelance, so as with any form
of self-employment, there are up years and down
years and a constant low-grade nervousness about
keeping the health insurance and mortgage current.
But I count it a great privilege to be working at something I love, and in these parlous economic times, I
think it would be knuckleheaded of me to qualify that
statement any further.
Can readers save authors? If authors get bigger
royalties from e-books, should die-hard readers like
myself, who refuse to give up actual books, get with
it, buy a device and start downloading their favorite
writers? Or should we just ask Oprah to start a Save
the Writers fund and send checks there?
PERRY: I’ve never been comfortable with the idea
that someone owes me this writing life. For better or
worse, sink or swim, I’m going to do my best to produce
material of a sort that leaves someone feeling moved
— rather than compelled — to read it, listen to it, and
maybe even happily pay for it in one form or another.
That said, for all my bootstraps self-employed talk, I
do believe there is a long-term price to be paid if we
support only those segments of our society that turn
an obvious profit.
HAMILTON: Absolutely, readers save authors. And,
readers give books life. I don’t think it matters how
you read your books. Go to the library! Love books, and
both writers and readers, and books in whatever form,
will continue on for the foreseeable future.

HAMILTON: And everything else will be free, too.

What’s the answer — for authors, new talent and
publishers?

The assumption by many is that authors such as
yourselves, who’ve been signed by major publishers,
are set for life. Want to set the record straight?

HAMILTON: Stop looking for the gimmick! Write wellcrafted, moving, interesting, astonishing narratives
and publishers — publish them!

HAMILTON: Anyone who makes a salary could maybe
be set for life, within the poverty level, if he lived
frugally, and planned for the years when he wasn’t
drawing a salary. I now realize I should have planned
for the decades when I potentially wasn’t going to be
making a salary. For those decades to come when
paperbacks are free and everyone offers up his work

PERRY: I always come back to this: Whatever the
medium, whatever the market, whatever the delivery
system, nothing happens until first you plant your
hinder in the chair and do the work. That hasn’t — and
won’t — change. So I’m going to go back to typing now.
I will also feed my pigs, as homegrown bacon helps fill
the gaps between book deals.
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